
My ongoing frustration, trying to get answers from my association. 
As a financial member, the APA are in the prime position to be my best support.  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
From: Monte Elissa <growthisgood@yahoo.com.au>   Sent: Friday, 27 April 2018 9:48 PM 
To: Cris Massis <Cris.Massis@physiotherapy.asn.au>; Ian Watts <Ian.Watts@physiotherapy.asn.au> 
Subject: What is the APA going to do about this? 
 

Dear Cris and Ian, 
 

I exhausted my attempts with the APA....  
- Offering to fly down twice to get assistance.  
- Asking the APA for a Group Physio in Sydney to speak to.... 
- actioning all information that was given to me.  
 

Had the APA, responded to my initial requests for Group Physiotherapy rules.... none of the following would have 
happened.  
 

Why was I excluded from initial communication and not involved in service descriptor creation? Who was the main 
person in charge of Group Physiotherapy service descriptor creation?  
 

How can a Physio business fail under the watch of the APA?  
 

What is the APA going to do about health funds switching codes?  
 

—————————————————- 
 

Below is a summary, relating to the demise of my business. I believe, I fulfilled upon every request HCF shared 
with me, to the best of my ability, in a prompt and timely manner. I also believe HCF, have made significant and 
cascading errors in their administration, that led to the demise of my business.  
 

A quick background, if I may. When I was a teenager, I had arthritis which caused me to leave school. I returned 
and excelled both academically and in the sporting realm.  
 

Later on, I studied Physiotherapy. At the time, I saw the community need for clinical exercise as therapy especially 
for post-op rehab and osteoporosis. I was also aware of the looming ageing population issues and the numerous 
chronic illness conditions. Within a number of years, I opened a clinical exercise and rehab facility in Mosman, 
MediGYM. I created a system, now called "Group Physiotherapy'. I won a number of senior awards for my service, 
including the best overall business on the Lower North Shore. It was then commemorated by Mr Abbott, during the 
time he was Federal Health Minister. The service grew harmoniously for 14 years networking with surrounding 
doctors and hospitals. We are proud to say, that we raised thousands of dollars for Paralympians.  
 

Unfortunately, the recent past relationship between my business and HCF, led to the direct demise of my business. 
The actions and mistakes HCF have made, have led to me 'loosing my business' and am now out of work and 
wondering what has happened. It is impossible for me to return to my profession without finding sound 
explanations to what occurred. As a result I am seeking balance and corrections to be made for HCF's mistakes, 
that allow both HCF and myself to prosper.  
 

Mistakes HCF have made, include the following. All can be supported with concrete evidence: 
 

1) HCF withheld vital rules from me for years, regarding Group Physiotherapy. This includes a letter sent on the 9th 
March, 2005, email sent on the 11th of November 2009, letter sent 14th of January, 2010, letter sent 21st July, 
2011, letter on the 22nd of August, 2011 and a supplementary letter sent on the 22nd of August 2011. No 
response, whatsoever was forwarded to me regarding rules. Not even a mention of service descriptors. Why would 
HCF withhold rules and regulations? [ It is important to note here, that HCF were having private meetings during 
this time with another Physiotherapy business- Physiocise, discussing rules, building their business and in fact 
HCF knowingly allowed them to switch code numbers that their service did not match.  
 

1b) Later on, when the PHIO asked HCF, if they had responded to all my communication about rules. The CEO of 
HCF wrote "yes". This is false.  
 

2) HCF, requested and had my patient notes on the 21st of July, 2011. I asked for feedback, yet I received no 
response from HCF.  
Why would HCF withhold rules and regulations and now withhold feedback?  
 

3) An on-site audit was conducted on the 16/9/2013. This was done 40 days prior, yes prior, to HCF writing to all 
Physiotherapists about Group Physiotherapy, explaining HCF rules and their interpretation for Group and Class 
Physiotherapy? Why did this happen and how can this be fair? At the time, I had not even heard of the term- 
service descriptor, let alone seen it. How can rules be withheld by HCF and then an audit done? Doesn't make 
sense.  
 

How can anybody comply by rules, when they are withheld by HCF?  
 

Post audit, HCF instantly stopped Group Physiotherapy claiming at MediGYM, at a time when surrounding 



practices were still claiming for classes and Pilates type classes. My patients left my practice because they could 
claim for services elsewhere.  
 

3a) HCF also switched off HICAPS claiming for individual assessments, an electronic claiming system for patients, 
even though individual assessments was one of the audit points from HCF, that they wanted. Therefore, HCF 
compromised my ability to fulfil on their requests.  
 

4) Even more confusing is when HCF knowingly allowed claiming for another business (Physiocise) for services, 
that do not comply with service descriptors/ rules, not even close to Group Physiotherapy. The difference between 
'Groups' and 'Classes' is obvious and clear. HCF were knowingly allowing switching of code numbers for this 
business. Why? [ Groups- every patient does individual treatments, Classes-every participant does the same gym 
style program] 
 

5) HCF escalated the on-site audit findings to the HCCC (then the Physiotherapy Council) without 'any' chance for 
me to ‘make right’?  
I am aware that standard practice and protocol is to firstly, inform of rules, secondly give a chance to 'make right' if 
this is required. Why were HCF so swift and aggressive with their administration?  
 

6) The eventual findings from both the HCCC and the peak body, the Physiotherapy Council, for my service was 
"No Issue". HCF was offered, the opportunity to disagree with the HCCC findings, but HCF failed to take this up. 
Why did HCF not follow up if they had issues? It would be expected at this point for HCF to resume claiming ability 
for my MediGYM patients. Why did HCF not comply with HCCC and the peak body- Physiotherapy Council 
findings?  
 

7) At this point my business/ service was suffering significantly, so I changed my service to an Exercise Physiology 
(E.P.) practice. I used all the information gathered from HCF, my Physio Association-APA and the Exercise 
Physiology Association-ESSA to progress my service. HCF declined claiming for this service modification also, 
even though the service descriptors for Group E.P. had not even been created as yet. [I know as I collaborated in 
creating these rules as a stakeholder. I was the one that suggested to reconsider their view on ‘classes’ as this 
compromises the basic fundamental principles of a practicing therapist. This was supported by a discussion I had 
over 20 years ago at university, with a highly acclaimed PhD lecturer. ESSA agreed with me and removed 'classes' 
from their service descriptors.] **** Yet HCF were knowingly switching 'Group Physiotherapy' codes when the 
service was 'Classes' for Physiocise. Misappropriated claims went on for up to 10 years, for up to 1,400 
appointments a week! This adds up to misappropriated funds of up to millions of dollars. During this time HCF were 
meeting privately with Physiocise. Physiocise had a large percentage of clients. I knew what was going on because 
I shared patients, a Physio patient of mine had a husband going there and I also studied at Uni with one of their 
staff members. All this time, HCF were withholding communication to me.  
 

8) When HCF did its on-site audit, I was advised a re-audit would be conducted within a year. I expressed that a 
year was far too long. Even though the Physiotherapy Council stated 'no issue', I applied and went above and 
beyond all the information I had gathered. The state manager from Bupa came out and had a look and said my 
work was "comprehensive", but couldn't put that in writing. Four, long years passed and the whole time HCF 
withheld claiming for my patients and did not do a re-audit. This effectively suffocated my business. I am advised 
that a re-audit in a timely manner is standard practice. Why did HCF withhold a re-audit for years and restrict my 
patients claiming for so long?  
 

9) I feel discriminated against on a number of levels. HCF treated my service differently with its communication, 
compared to Physiocise. Physiocise had open communication/meetings/ collaboration/ Bending rules/ compromise 
with HCF. MediGYM had no communication for years/ no collaboration. Totally ignored. Post MediGYM audit, I felt 
subjected to a very lazy approach to resolve my situation. I felt ignored and experienced delay after delay. It took 
over 13 years, for HCF to accept my service! Formally accepted 'Group Physiotherapy' after my forced business 
sale. Yes, I was forced to sell my failing business. By this stage I had spoken to hundreds of people trying to 
resolve 'Group Physiotherapy', yet felt HCF had no interest in re-instating Group Physiotherapy claiming. People I 
consulted included a health advocate, Mr Abbott, a Small Business Commissioners Office appointed consultant, 
people nominated by my association and a Barrister. All with no resolution. This was not making sense. To my 
dismay, when Mr Abbott asked HCF, through the PHIO, for a checklist for me to action, no response from HCF was 
received.  
 

In my experience, my actions were to jump through the numerous and ongoing hoops and over hurdles HCF 
presented to me, whilst I observed Physiocise casually being permitted to switch code numbers for its clients and 
not complying to the many requests being imposed upon me.  
 

The term ‘epic disparity of treatment’ towards me, springs to mind. The difference in the way I was treated by HCF 
and how HCF treated Physiocise was chalk and cheese. Why? I believe I complied with all information HCF 
presented to me and every request they made. Yet HCF knowingly allowed Physiocise to: 
A) Switch codes for claiming. Classes- $150 per annum, Group $1,200 per annum. This is a serious breach and 
concerns me deeply.  
B) Have up to 20 people in a class. The limit is 6 people. This is a breach.  
C) Do 3 assessments in 8 years. An assessment in meant to be done every session. This is a breach.  
D) Allow continuation of claiming for patients even when their condition resolved or plateaued. This is a breaching.  



E) Allowing claiming for healthy populations and athletic groups. This is a breach.  
 

10) As mentioned above, HCF allowed ‘classes’ to be claimed under an incorrect ‘Group’ Physiotherapy code? ( 
Classes are in fact Not Physiotherapy treatments. (even though it is a Physio code). This is a gym type format. 
Physiotherapy is treating the individual, as an individual patient, one that has a condition.) Knowingly or 
unknowingly HCF has misappropriated funds to the value of millions of dollars.  
 

Classes are a great gym/ business model. This is what Physiocise was doing. Almost every gym in Australia does 
classes.  
HCF said that my business was a gym. Yet, I know of no gym in Australia that runs a service like mine. No 
individual programs, for medical issues. I stated very clearly to Mr Abbott, before any HCF intervention, that I was 
'Not developing a gym service', but a medically orientated service, that uses exercise as a treatment modality.  
 

It concerns me deeply, the lack of communication, the lack of transparency and the aggressive administration by 
HCF. I know I have the purest intent to help patients, help the community and do the right thing, but now have no 
business to do this.  
 

Why would Physiocise (who are apparently health advocates), not respond to my 'sign upon receiving my letter' 
questions. What were they hiding?  
 

It is obvious to me and I hope now you, that a significant cascade and multiplying effect, of ongoing mistakes have 
occurred, from beginning to end. Intentionally or not. I believe the administration expressed toward me and my 
business was not done fairly and lacked equality, accuracy, timeliness and precision. My whole life's work has been 
lost. I believe unfairly. There is no business that could survive the type of administration mistakes, that I was 
subjected to. Impossible.  
 

I believe HCF are in a position to reflect on how they treated me. I believe these mistakes should be addressed and 
rectified, to allow my prosperity to be re-established.  
 

The health system is struggling in so many areas, it is very easy to complain without providing solutions. For what 
its worth, my suggestion is this. Build a system based on values such as integrity, communication, teamwork and 
fairness. Without these values, not only our health system, but our whole society is in jeopardy. I believe these 
values were compromised in HCF's treatment toward me.  
 

I have spent up to 2 million dollars on building MediGYM, over a period of 14 years. Reinvesting all my profits into 
the service to help patients. Without a business, my livelihood has been dismantled and my outlook toward working 
as a Physiotherapist has been significantly affected. I have no intention of working as a Physiotherapist until we 
finally clear this whole situation up.  
 

Considering all of the above, what is possible?  
 

Lastly, I do acknowledge HCF were the first health fund to accept Group Physiotherapy as a claimable item. It 
takes courage and foresight to pave a new path forward. Commendable. I just would have done it differently.  

_________________________________________________________________________________    

RESPONSE from my Physio Association 
Cris Massis <Cris.Massis@physiotherapy.asn.au>   To:Monte Elissa  3 May at 5:06 pm 
 

Dear Monte 
 

For several years, the APA has provided detailed responses and connections with your physiotherapy peers 

regarding your issues in practice. 
 

It appears your core maters remain unresolved and our repeated responses/answers to your queries are not 

acknowledged. 
 

To reiterate: 

- The APA’s National Advisory Council (NAC) had discussed the Descriptors extensively. 

- They had input from multiple members across a variety of settings. 

- There is not a ‘single person’ who created the Descriptors – they were developed collectively by the profession. 

- The APA does not run physiotherapy businesses - we provide support, advocacy and professional development. 

Business succeed and fail on their own. 

- The APA has ongoing dialogue with private health insurers each year regarding physiotherapy service 

Descriptors. 
 

Regards 
 

Cris Massis 

Chief Executive Officer 

Level 1,1175 Toorak Road,  

Camberwell, VIC, 3124 Australia  

e:  cris.massis@physiotherapy.asn.au 

p:  +61 3 9092 0801 

mailto:cris.massis@physiotherapy.asn.au

